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What is frogspawn? How do tadpoles swim? When do tadpoles become frogs?Packed with

fascinating facts about life cycles, amazing photographs of every stage, and labelled diagrams to

explain growth and development.Discover the amazing stages of different life cycles and learn all

about your favorite species with this stunning series. From plants and birds to garden animals,

readers will soon learn how different species are born, grow up, and reproduce. Each book has

amazing photographs, easy-to-understand text, and discussion points for further learning.
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These books are fantastic resources for teaching children, especially older pre-school aged

children. They are books that start with the beginning of something such as a plant, insect, or animal

and explain the whole life cycle and ends with how new organisms come to be.These books are

organized wonderfully to make them easy and accessible resources. They start with a table of

contents that showcase each topic the book discusses. Included on the table of contents are the

Glossary and Index at the end of the book. The glossary is extra user-friendly because throughout

the books words in bold are words that are explained at the glossary at the end of the book. Also at

the end of the books is a â€œnotes for parents and teachersâ€• seciotn with extra tips on how to use

the books to teach concepts and ideas for simple extension activities.I love how actual photographs

are used throughout these books instead of drawn illustrations. I feel that it makes these books



more informative for young children and more easily applicable. The photographs are bright and

beautiful and are labeled with bright bullet points. Each page is organized thoughtfully so as to look

clean and be simple to understand. Something I really appreciate when trying to use books to teach

small children. These are ones I would recommend without hesitation. *I received this book in

exchange for an honest opinion, which this is.

My daughter loves all of Camilla De La Bedoyere's life cycle books. We have quite a few of them

and we read them to her over and over and over. They are full of good information and encourage

discussions and questions. I give these books my highest recommendation (and so would my

daughter).
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